Orchestral Music of Ned Rorem

Such reputation as I may have in the musical world has always seemed to revolve around sung settings--songs in particular, but choral works too, and some small operas. So I am especially thrilled by the present recording, which represents my less familiar, strictly symphonic, side, since non-vocal orchestral and chamber works do account for the bulk of my output. However, even when building so-called abstract structures I've always felt most at ease when guided by a concrete program, as the tone poems Eagles and Sunday Morning indicate. But if the impulse for String Symphony was also poetic, it was unconscious and non-verbal; I was aiming (always difficult for me) toward un-literary meaning.

The composition of String Symphony was begun on May 26, 1985, in Nantucket, and completed there just eight weeks later. The product of this shortish parturition (shortish, considering that other large projects involved me at the same time) is not bedecked with extramusical teases. I have so often been chided for the literary or visual names of my non-vocal compositions (Remembering Tommy, Green Music, Sunday Morning, and so on) that I decided in this case to fall back on just the lean term "symphony," even as I composed for just a clean choir of bowed instruments rather than for full orchestra.

Like most symphonies of the past half-century, the piece is called that faute de mieux; the term has become so all-encompassing as to be meaningless. By textbook standards this piece is probably less faithful to classical definitions than are my previous three symphonies (each for big orchestra). Indeed, it could as easily be named Suite, as hinted by the Chopinesque titles of its five sections: Waltz, Berceuse, Scherzo, Nocturne, Rondo.

I'm seldom interested in what composers say technically about their finished work, and this particular work is so formally clear as to need no verbal exegesis. For you who like to learn such things, however, I'll allow that the various movements share their tunes, and that those tunes seem mostly shaped (I myself realized this ex post facto) from minor thirds.

The work was commissioned through the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra's American Music Project, funded by Mrs. M.G. Woodward.

While writing String Symphony, it was my continuing inspiration to know that Robert Shaw, whose conductorial prowess I've profoundly adored for four decades, would be bringing it to life. This he did at the Robert W. Woodruff Arts Center on October 31, 1985.

Wallace Stevens (1879-1955), among the greatest modern American poets, is also one of the most influential, his art touching not only other authors, but three generations of composers, here and abroad, who have drawn from his verse for their song settings. I myself first made musical versions in 1971 with Last Poems, for soprano, cello and piano.

This symphonic suite, however, is a non-literal, dreamlike recollection of Stevens' long poem Sunday Morning (1915). Like the poem, the music is divided into eight sections; the words, as I comprehend them, are not expressed through a human voice but through the colors of instruments, alone and together.
The piece was commissioned by the Saratoga Performing Arts Center for performance by Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra. It was composed in Nantucket and New York City during the summer and fall of 1977, and premiered by the commissioning forces the following August. The instrumentation is for woodwinds in threes, six horns, three trumpets, three trombones, and one tuba, a large percussion battery (including bongos and a metal plate), mandolin, harp, piano (doubling celesta), and strings. Each movement, as listed below, contains different components of the standard symphony orchestra:

I. "green freedom" -- Full orchestra
II. "Passions of rain" -- Six horns and strings
III. "...indifferent blue" -- Clarinet and cello solos, with harp and muted strings
IV. "...birds, Before they fly" -- Three flutes and muted strings
V. "Death is the mother of beauty" -- Full orchestra
VI. "...our insipid lutes" -- Full orchestra with mandolin solo
VII. "...a ring of men" -- Timpani solo with full orchestra
VIII. "...to darkness, on extended wings" -- Two solo violas against the full orchestra

The musical seed for Eagles was planted when, in the early 1950s, I came across Walt Whitman's "The Dalliance of the Eagles:

Skirting the river road, (my forenoon walk, my rest)
Skyward in air a sudden muffled sound, the dalliance of the eagles,
The rushing amorous contact high in space together,
The clinching interlocking claws, a living, fierce, gyrating wheel,
Four beating wings, two beaks, a swirling mass tight grappling,
In tumbling turning clustering loops, straight downward falling,
Till o'er the river pois'd, the twain yet one, a moment's lull,
A motionless still balance in the air, then parting, talons loosing,
Upward again on slow-firm pinions slanting, their separate diverse flight,
She hers, he his, pursuing.

In September of 1958, at the MacDowell Colony, I composed a nine-minute instrumental interpretation--a memory, rather--of those verses. It purports to relate, in tone, the calm of a poet's country stroll interrupted by an intense sensual disturbance which ultimately subsides, leaving the dreamer alone again--but not quite. Eugene Ormandy gave the first performance the following year, with the Philadelphia Orchestra, on my birthday. (In 1962 I wrote a complementary work called Lions, but have yet to realize the final panel of the triptych, Whales.) The scoring is: piccolo and two flutes, two oboes and English horn, four clarinets (one E-flat, two B-flat, one bass), two bassoons and contrabassoon; four horns in F, three trumpets in C, three trombones, and a tuba; timpani, and fifteen other percussion instruments (including piano, ratchet, woodblocks, and whip, among others); harp, and the usual strings.
—Ned Rorem

Ned Rorem (b. 1923) won a Pulitzer Prize in 1976 for his orchestral suite Air Music. He is the author of twelve books, the latest of which is The Nantucket Diary 1973-1985. His new book of essays on music, Settling the Score (Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich), is due out in May 1988.
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Robert Shaw has been music director of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra since 1967. He first made his reputation as a choral conductor, organizing the Fred Waring Glee Club, the Collegiate Chorale (for which he commissioned, among other works, Hindemith's *When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd*), and later the Robert Shaw Chorale. He made his symphonic conducting debut in 1946 and for several years was associate conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra under George Szell. Shaw's recordings with the Atlanta Symphony have won several Grammy Awards.

Louis Lane has been associated with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra since 1977, and became principal guest conductor in 1983. He served in the same position with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra. For many years Lane was associated with the Cleveland Orchestra, beginning as an apprentice conductor under George Szell in 1947, and as an associate conductor from 1956 to 1973. In 1970 he made his Carnegie Hall debut with the Cleveland Orchestra, with which he recorded several albums.
The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, which began as a youth orchestra in 1945, has, during Robert Shaw's tenure as music director, become a major orchestral ensemble. It performs regularly in Washington, D.C., and New York City, and frequently in other major cities, as well as touring extensively in the Southeast. The orchestra participated in President Jimmy Carter's inaugural concert in 1977, and makes its first European tour in the spring of 1988. Conductor Yoel Levi assumes the post of music director of the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra beginning with the 1988-89 season. The orchestra's other recordings with Robert Shaw and Louis Lane are on the Telarc, Vox, and Pro Arte labels.

Ned Rorem
String Symphony
1- Waltz (4:33)
2- Berceuse (2:05)
3- Scherzo (1:51)
4- Nocturne (8:13)
5- Rondo (6:11)
   Robert Shaw, conductor

Sunday Morning
6- I. ...green freedom (1:58)
7- II. Passions of rain (1:16)
8- III. ...indifferent blue (2:19)
9- IV. ...birds, Before they fly (2:16)
10- V. Death is the mother of beauty (1:36)
11- VI. ...our insipid lutes (3:17)
12- VII. ...a ring of men (2:18)
13- VIII. ...to darkness, on extended wings (4:16)
14- Eagles (8:23)
   Louis Lane, conductor
   Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
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